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Islam and Women’s Rights: The Debate Continues
Alona Ferber
The suicide in March of 16-year-old Moroccan Amina Filali in the small town of
Larache, near Tangiers, sparked a national – and international - outcry. Amina
ingested rat poison after being forced, under article 475 of Morocco’s penal code, to
marry a man who had raped her. According to women’s rights activists, article 475 is
used to legitimize the traditional practice of allowing a rapist to marry his victim in
order to preserve the honor of her family. The practice also enables the perpetrator
to escape a jail sentence. In Morocco, rape is punishable by a prison sentence of five
to ten years, and up to 20 years if the victim is a minor, as Amina was. 1
National protests in the aftermath of Amina’s suicide have included anti-rape
demonstrations, attended mainly by women, in the country's largest cities; a sit-in at
Morocco’s parliament building in Rabat on March 17; and an online petition calling
for the repeal of article 475 that has gathered over 800,000 signatures since her
death.2 The hashtag #RIPamina became a global trending topic on Twitter in the few
days following her suicide,3 and the Facebook page, “We are all Amina Filali” - set up
to promote the online petition against article 475, and to raise awareness of the
issues surrounding her death - is still active today.4 Protesters both online and in the
streets have compared her to Muhammad Bouazizi, the Tunisian street vendor whose
self-immolation on December 17, 2010 is considered to have sparked the Arab Spring
uprisings. According to one anonymous Moroccan blogger, “Bouazizi might’ve
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started a political revolution; But Amina has triggered the awakening of the long
sleeping humanitarian in me.”5
Amina’s case sparked this strong reaction even though, according to local experts
such as Khadija Ryadi, the head of the Moroccan Human Rights Association,
Amina’s case is not uncommon. According to the Guardian, official statistics put the
number of underage marriages in Morocco at 41,000 in 2010 – a full 25 percent
higher than it was in 20096 -- and rape is common, according to Riyadi. In her view,
Amina’s case became important not only because of the tragedy of her death, but also
because, with Morocco’s first ever Islamist government in power since elections last
November, “everyone is waiting to see what the reaction of an Islamic government
would be” to such an issue.7
The Party of Justice and Development (PJD) has been at the head of the governing
coalition since winning 27 percent of the vote in the November 25 elections last year.
The elections were an outgrowth of King Muhammad VI's broad constitutional
reforms – undertaken in response to the February 20 Movement that spearheaded
Morocco’s Arab Spring uprisings. 8 The PJD-led governing coalition seems to have at
least partly felt the pressure of the Amina protests. A week after her death on March
10, the Moroccan Communications Minister Mustapha el-Khalfi told Al-Jazeera, “We
can't ignore what happened; one of the things we are looking for is to toughen the
sentence for rape.”9
Morocco is seen as one of the most progressive countries in the region in terms of
women’s rights. Reforms initiated by the King in 2003 replaced Morocco’s personal
status code – the Mudawanna – with a new, more equitable Family Law, and fixed a
minimum level of parliamentary seats for women (10% of the total).10 With the
Islamist current having grown in strength some Moroccans now fear that the gains
achieved during the last decade will be undermined. 11
Amina may be more than a test case for a post-Arab Spring Islamist-dominated
government, however. The symbol of Bouazizi is a potent one, and the suggestion
that Amina take on his mantle indicates that a question-mark still hovers over the
status of women in post-Arab Spring societies. It also highlights the debate raging in
the region, and globally, about what Arab women really want, and how Arab states
and their societies really treat them.
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This debate was epitomized last month by the publication of - and reaction to – the
cover story of Foreign Policy Magazine’s special edition, “The Sex Issue.”12 The
article by Egyptian writer and feminist Mona Eltahawy, “Why Do They Hate Us?,”
stated in no uncertain terms that the Arab Spring has left women behind. Eltahawy’s
refutation of cultural relativism and political correctness regarding the status of
women in Arab Muslim societies caused a storm, as did her assertions that there is a
“pulsating heart of misogyny in the Middle East.”13
Eltahawy, currently based in New York, has been active in the Tahrir Square
protests. She has written about her arrest and sexual assault in Cairo last year at the
hands of Egypt’s security services, and has argued that Egypt’s revolution was not
just about the overthrow of Mubarak, but also about deeper social change,
particularly the role of women in society.14 “The Arab uprisings may have been
sparked by an Arab man… but they will be finished by Arab women,” she wrote in
Foreign Policy, adding Amina Filali “is our Bouazizi."
The piece was met by a flood of criticism that the issue is not as clear-cut or as
simplistic as Eltahawy makes out. Some even argued that her article was
“offensive.”15 Writing in the Huffington Post, Monica L. Marks responded that
Eltahawy is part of a problematic trend "of ‘native informants’ whose personal
testimonies of oppression under Islam have generated significant support for
military aggression against Muslim-majority countries in recent years."16
In light of the widespread criticism, Foreign Policy invited a number of experts to
respond to the issues raised by Eltahawy and her critics. Their responses ranged
from agreeing in principle, but calling for a more thorough examination of the issues,
to defences of Islamic feminism, and Islam’s ability to safeguard women’s rights.17
Among the experts were Islamist voices such as Sondos Asem, a member of the
foreign relations committee of Egypt’s ruling Freedom and Justice Party (FJP), and
Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf, chairman of the Cordoba Initiative.
The Egyptian-American scholar Leila Ahmed was another expert invited to respond.
Ahmed, who has written extensively on the question of Islam, gender, and feminism,
acknowledged Eltahawy's right to her views, and even lauded her intentions to
improve the lot of Arab women. She criticised her essay, however, for making
"sweeping generalizations" that "erased subtle nuances and garbled and swept aside
important differences" in the debate on women and Islam.18
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Ahmed's main assertion was that, while Eltahawy had shown that she is "fiercely
committed to the belief that it is religion above all -- and actually specifically and
apparently exclusively Islam," that is the root cause of misogyny in the Middle East,
not all feminists agree with her. The Arab Spring uprisings, Ahmed argued, brought
us many examples of Muslim women who are also feminists. A high proportion of
the women we saw in the protests were wearing the hijab, she wrote, and,
"Presumably, these women would not share Eltahawy's fiercely contemptuous
understanding of Islam as the source of all their troubles and problems." Egyptian
activist Asma Mahfouz, whose video on Facebook called on people to join her in
protest in Tahrir Square, and the Yemeni Nobel Prize winner Tawakkol Karman, are
two such examples that she cited.
A positive outcome of the Foreign Policy piece is the lively discussion it has
generated. Whether or not the article leads to the kinds of changes in the region that
Eltahawy advocates, what it certainly makes clear is that the debate on Islam,
women’s rights and the Arab Spring is alive and well, and as divisive as ever. How
can the debate move forward in the face of such polarisation, however? In her
response to the article, Ahmed, who does not presume to speak for women such as
Mahfouz and Karman in her refutation of Eltahawy, makes one seemingly sensible
suggestion. She calls on Foreign Policy to invite women like Karman and Mahfouz to
share their views on "what is happening in their countries and what they think and
hope for in relation to women's rights." Perhaps with such women also engaged in
the debate, we will get closer to answering the question: What do Arab women really
want?
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